JONES DAY’S GLOBAL “INTERNET OF THINGS” TEAM
The “Internet of Things” commonly refers to the growing extension of network connectivity to everyday physical
objects (i.e., “smart objects” or “connected objects”). The proliferation of connected objects significantly
increases the risk that software defects or cybersecurity attacks will lead to bodily harm, property damage,
business interruptions, violations of personal privacy, or other harm. At Jones Day, we bring together an
interdisciplinary team of lawyers who have wide-ranging experience with connected objects to assist clients
in product liability, cybercrime investigations, cyberbreach litigation, government enforcement actions, and
counseling. Moreover, we understand the rapidly evolving technology and cybersecurity-threat landscape,
and we provide our clients with comprehensive services to address the complex and dynamic legal issues
related to the Internet of Things.

Addressing Emerging Risks

Liability Risks

• What are the reasonable security
measures that companies developing connected objects should
implement to reduce security
vulnerabilities?

• Strict product liability class actions

• How will fault be allocated among
parties in the chain of distribution?
• Will embedded software be
treated as a “product” under
product liability law? Will software
manufacturers be strictly liable
for damages, regardless of their
involvement with the end product?
If software defects are unavoidable, should parties be held
strictly liable?

• Consumer negligence claims
• Breach-of-contract actions
• Claims for breach of express
and implied warranties
• Violation of consumer protection laws
• Fraud and false-advertising actions
• Claims enforcing terms of service
• Indemnity claims
• Insurance coverage disputes
• Foreign jurisdiction/international claims
• Privacy, data protection, and
cross-border transfer risks
• Data breach liability

• How will the privacy interests
of consumers be balanced
against the evidentiary needs
of litigants who need access
to an object’s data?

• Cybercrime issues

• Who owns the intellectual property rights for connected objects?

• Attorney General investigation of
connected consumer cameras

• Does insurance cover physical or
other damage resulting from
a cyberattack?

• Data protection, cybersecurity, and
consumer protection advice for
IP-enabled cameras

• Will the government embrace
connected devices through technology enhancements or adopt
specific legislation to address the
growing risks?

• Privacy and cybersecurity counseling
for connected home appliances and
connected cars

• Who are the regulators, and who
has jurisdiction over these issues?

Representative Experience
• Regulatory compliance related to
mobile payments and connected cars

• International data protection
compliance advice regarding
connected consumer wearables
• Product review and compliance
analysis for smart bicycles and
smart phones
• Cross-border privacy review related
to medical diagnostic hardware
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